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Candidates are requested to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.  

 

Group-A 

Answer any two of the following questions:        12X2=24 

1.  a) what is the formal proof of validity?  2+5+5=12 

b) Construct a formal proof of validity for each of the following arguments (use the 

rule of C.P., if needed) 

i) H כ (IⅴJ) 

~  I 

 J כ H ؞

ii) Either Argentina does not join the alliance or Brazil boycotts it, but if Argentina 

joins the alliance, then Chile boycotts it. Then Ecuador will boycott it. Therefore, if 

Argentina joins the alliance then Ecuador will boycott. (A,B,C,E)  

2. Construct demonstration for each of the following:                               4+4+4=12  

 

i. (x) (Ǝy) (FxכGy) כ   [(x)Fxכ (Ǝy)Gy] 

ii. (x)(FxכQ)≡[(Ǝx)Fx כQ] 

iii.  (Ǝx)(FxכQ)≡[(X)FxכQ] 

 

 3. a.) Note down the rule of UG 2+5+5 

b.) Construct a formal proof of validity for each of the following arguments (use the rule of 

C.P. if needed):   

i)  (x)[(XxⅴYx) כ (Zx.Ax)] 

     (x)[Zx v Ax) כ  (Xx.Yx)] 

 (Xx≡Zx) (X) ؞

 

  ii)  (X) (Ix  כ Jx) 

             (Ǝx) (Ix.~Jx) 



 (Ix כ Jx) (X) ؞

4.          4+4+4=12 

i)  Distinguish between singly general proposition and multiply general proposition. 

ii) Construct a formal proof of validity for each of the following arguments: 

a)    (x) (Qx  כRx) 

        (x) (SxכTx) 

(SxכRx) (x)  ؞ כ   (y) (QyכTy) 

 

b) (x) (NxכOx) 

(x) {Px כ (y) [(PyכNy) כ  Oy]} 

 Group-B 

Write short notes on any four of the followings:                                         (4X4=16)   

  1) Determine the validity of the following argument using the truth tree method:  

      2+2=4 

   i) (A.B) כ C 

Aכ  D  

B כ   (C כ   D)  

  ii) we shall fish if it rains and swim if it does not. 

    We shall fish or swim 

2) Use the truth tree method and tell which of the following are tautologies:           2+2=4 

i) A כ   (~A כ   A) 

  ii) ~ (A≡A)≡(~A≡ B) 

3) Prove the invalidity of the following argument by using the assigning truth value method:

       4 

  i) J כ   (K כ   L) 

      K כ   (~L כ   M) 

     (LvM) כ   N 

J  ؞ כ   N 

4) Use the method of conditional proof to verify that the following are tautologies:     2+2=4 

   i) (A כ   B) כ   [(B כ   C כ   (A כ   C)] 



  ii) [P כ   (Q כ   R)] כ   [Q כ   (P כ   R)] 

5) Symbolize each of the following propositions:  2+2=4 

  i) Snakes are not all poisonous. 

    (Sx: x is a snake. Px: x is poisonous) 

  ii) Children are present. 

    (Sx: x is a child. Px: x is present) 

6) What is propositional function?      4 

7) Use the strengthened method of conditional proof to prove the validity of the following:

                                                  4 

  i) (K כ   L). (M כ   N) 

     (LvN) כ   {[O כ   (OvP)] כ   (K.M)} 

⸫ K≡M 

8) Prove that the following argument is invalid: 

(x) (Hx כ ~Ix) 

(Ǝx) (Jx . ~Ix)  

⸫(x) (Hx כ Jx) 

                                                     …………………………. 


